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Attosecond spectroscopy of core-excited molecules
Excitation of molecules with high-energy radiation removes electrons located in the inner electronic shell
of the system. The following metastable state decay is an electronic process that occur in only a few
femtoseconds and has so far only been studied in the frequency domain. I will present how we can use
attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) to first study and then manipulate these states in
the time domain. ATAS is principally employed to observe light matter interaction at relatively high laser
intensities.1,2 By tuning the intensity we show that core-excited state (CES) lifetimes can be measured in
atomic3 and molecular systems.4 This time domain measurement reveals hidden dependences of the CES
lifetimes on the core orbital alignment in the molecular frame. This dependence is a clear evidence of
interatomic electron transfer mechanisms.
I will then show how ATAS can be employed to observe sub-natural linewidth information in atomic and
molecular systems. By implementing background subtraction and noise reduction routines, the
measurement sensitivity was brought close to the detector’s noise floor and quasi-removed laser induced
noise. This improvement allowed us to observe small absorption changes and revealed a time-dependent
narrowing of absorption bands below their natural broadening limit. By comparing the narrowing observed
in CH3I, ICl and atomic iodine at the N4,5 edge, the so-revealed line splitting can be attributed to
degeneracy lifting of the core levels under the ligand field interaction. This lineshape narrowing is explained
in terms of perturbed free induction decay of the system’s response and is a general feature of attosecond
transient absorption. In the future, this new approach could be applied to other elemental edges but also
to solid and liquid phase targets.
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